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ABSTRACT | In 1986, Doug McAdam suggested that social movement scholars consider that the recruitment of 

activists to social movements likely takes on new dimensions when the movement activities entail high-risk, 

paving the way for a productive body of high-risk activism scholarship. In this thesis, I continue this inquiry more 

generally by considering a diverse array of recruiting organizations - not only social movements - that seek to 

find and recruit actors to engage in high-risk activities. I further expand inquiry of high-risk recruitment by 

reconceptualizing risk as both the elements of anticipated dangers as well as the uncertainty of the endeavor. Is 

the risk-taking calculus different when risk is marked by uncertainty? 

 

First, I hypothesize that the high-risk calculus implicates a return to strong ties and salience as central to our 

understanding of recruitment, and leaves weak-tie explanations wanting. Further, risk sharing implicates 

coordinated action and group recruitment - turning our focus to the mesoscopic level of analysis and placing 

importance on preexisting strong ties to facilitate group solidarity in the face of risk. 

 

Second, I hypothesize that when the recruiting organization is emergent and uncertainty is high, not only is 

recruitment marked by clusters of actors and solidarity, but also path dependency. The diversity needed by the 

recruiting organization to carry out its work is in constant tension with the homophily of recruited clusters and 

tendencies toward group think. In turn, diversity of early-joiners is critical to development along a path that is 

generative and not marked by pathologies. 
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